
It was yet another record year at the Tri-County Regional Collection Facility (TCRCF). 

Once again, the TCRCF blew past its previous record by collecting 975,775 pounds of 

electronics in 2015, a 16.5% increase over the prior record (837,420 pounds in 2014). The 

avalanche of cathode ray tube (CRT) TVs and monitors accounted for nearly 78% of the 

total weight locally, and continues to cause collection and processing problems throughout 

the State of Illinois and other areas of the country as manufacturers push back against the 

various electronic recycling programs.  

 

The TCRCF estimates that it has collected approximately 36,300 CRT TVs and 18,000 

monitors since it began operating in September of 2005. While that may seem like a 

significant pair of numbers, in reality, it only amounts to a good start. The TCRCF service 

region is comprised of 77,009 households and data from a 2009 Nielsen survey placed the 

number of TVs per U.S. household at 2.86 each. That could potentially amount to 184,000 

TVs or 11.4 million pounds left to collect and process in the TCRCF region. A fun fact, 

because we like fun facts, 184,000 average TVs lined up side-by-side would stretch 

approximately 78 miles. Did I really just say fun?

SPEAKING OF FUN, PAINTING IS FUN, RIGHT?

It must be fun, because the TCRCF receives plenty of leftover paint from all of those 

projects throughout the region. So much fun, had by so many people, that 2015 was also a 

new record for paint collections.  The TCRCF took in 170,165 pounds of unused paint in 

2015, up 5.5% from the prior record (161,245 pounds in 2013). That brings the total paint 

collected since the TCRCF opened to nearly 1.5 million pounds, which is approximately 

155,280 gallons. Keeping with the distance theme, if we were to paint a six inch stripe with 

paint collected, it would stretch approximately 750 feet per gallon or 19,116 miles. The 

circumference of the earth is 24,901 miles, but we don't live at the equator, so if we start 

somewhere in west-central Illinois and stay on that parallel, we could paint a stripe around 

the world.
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